The Young Singers Foundation’s heartbeat is to see
the lives of youth changed through music. The Foundation
would like to thank all who applied for a grant for the June 2013
cycle and congratulates the following YSF grant recipients:
• Harborlites, “Diva Day Young Women in Harmony Festival” - $3,000
• Virginia Children’s Chorus, “The Gift of the Magi” - $1,500

• Heartland Chamber Chorale, “Side-by-Side in Song” - $4,000
• River Blenders, “Shop for the Ring Youth Harmony Festival” - $2,000
• Region 34, “Young Women in Harmony Sydney Start-up Project” - $3,860
• Metro Nashville, “Young Women in Song & Harmony” - $2,000

Involvement

• 2014 Greater Cincinnati Harmony Festival - $2,500
• San Francisco Girls Chorus, “Need-Based Scholarship Program” - $2,500
• Colorado Springs Children’s Chorale – “Southern Colorado In Harmony Festival,”
“Senior Citizen Outreach,” “School Blitz Program” - $5,000

The Voice Box

Health Tips for Sweet Adelines
By Dr. Rachael Gates, Singing Health Specialist
My voice gets so tired when I’m trying to memorize music. What should I do?
Singing a song over and over is not the most efficient or effective way to memorize a piece of music — it may help stick the song in your
muscle memory, but if the voice is tired, your muscle memory could be memorizing bad habits that often accompany tired vocal production
as well. You want to sing songs when your voice is fresh and strong.
Memorizing can be very quick when varied approaches are applied to learning a given piece:
• If a recording is available, listen to it once to grasp the general style and tradition of the piece.
• Write the text on a piece of paper. Look for patterns –such as repetitive lines– and break it up into sections.
• Learn the music of the song and put with the text. Study the musical expression of the text. Pay attention to what the dynamics,
melody, harmonies and accompaniment are doing when you sing the text. Is it mirroring the feelings expressed?
• Speak the text as though it’s a story or monologue. Decide to whom you’re talking and experiment to discover new ways of expressing
the text. Continue this process as you go on to the next approach.
• Choosing a section of the text, stick the paper in your pocket and take a walk, going over that section and referring to the paper as
needed. Speak it, sing it under your breath or just lip-sync it. Do this during mundane tasks such as showering, washing dishes and
riding in the car. Avoid constantly building off the beginning to avoid an over-learned beginning and a less polished ending.
• Write the text out again and again from memory, referring to the paper in your pocket as needed.
• Give the paper to someone else and have her test your memorization.
• Now sing it with good technique and all the nuances, emotions and colors you found throughout the memorization process.
I promise your performance will be more unique and expressive. And if you forget a word, though it will be less likely, your brain
will have many ways of recalling it.
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The Young Singers Foundation, part of the philanthropic umbrella of Sweet Adelines International, is committed to enriching the lives of
young people by supporting the educational and performance opportunities in vocal music. Please support the Young Singers Foundation with your
tax-deductible gift. You may contribute online at www.youngsingersfoundation.org > How to Give. You can also find us on Facebook!
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